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Variations in cardiac cycle length during ECG-gated radionuclide ventriculography cause
errors in measurement of left ventricular (LV) diastolic function. We used a computer model to
investigate the relative accuracy of forward gating (FG), backward gating (BG), and three
methods of combined forward-backward gating (FBG). LV time-activity curves (TAC) were
simulated with total cycle lengths randomly varied (1 s.d. = Â±10%).To match the known
differential effects of cycle-length variation on various parts of the cardiac cycle, 90% this
variation was placed in diastasis and 10% in the rapid filling phase. Three hundred cycles of
TACs were summed to form one "study". A total of 25 studies were performed and systolic

and diastolic parameters were determined for each. These were compared to those of the
mean length TAC. With a 20% cycle-length acceptance window, error in peak filling rate by
FG was 0.7% root-mean-squared (RMS) compared to 18.5% RMS by BG. With a 5%
window, RMS error by FG was 0.2% and 2.4% RMS by BG. Combined FBG algorithms gave
intermediate results. We conclude that the simplest and most accurate method of analysis is
to acquire forward gated TACs with appropriate cycle-length windows.
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CCardiac cycle-length variations occur normally in
every individual. Heart rate irregularities have been
shown to cause errors in quantitating left ventricular
(LV) function parameters from equilibrium ECG-gated
radionuclide scintigraphy (1-3). A number of methods
have been used to correct for this problem. One method
is referred elsewhere as "reverse gating" or "reverse
framing" (4); others include various ways of combined

forward-backward gating. Although these methods cre
ate time-activity curves (TAC) which are visually pleas
ing, they may not reflect true changes in LV volume.
We undertook this study to evaluate the relative merits
of backward and combined forward-backward gating as
compared to forward gating.

METHODS

Computer Simulation
ECG-gated cardiac studies were simulated by accumulating

TACs from 300 simulated cycles of variable length in both
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forward gated and backward gated buffers. Each TAC was
created in an easily reproducible manner. Simulated "stick
figure" left ventricular TACs similar to those of Bacharach et

al. (5) were used to permit complete control over every phase
of the cycle (Fig. 1A). Time and count values could be varied,
and the "stick-figure" curves smoothed using a four-harmonic

Fourier fit to produce smooth curves of standard appearance
(Figs, l B and 2A). The frames used for the original inflection
points T1 through T5 may be found from Figure 1A. Statistical
counting noise was not included in the simulation.

The lengths of the individual TACs were randomly varied
in a normal distribution around a mean of 64 frames/cycle
(12.5 msec/frame) with a standard deviation of 10% (6.4
frames/cycle). This reproduces the common observation that
total cycle lengths vary over a range of ~10% of the mean
cycle length. This variation is primarily reflected in the dias
tasis period, from T4 to T5. However, the rapid filling phase
also changes in proportion to the change in cycle length. The
relative variation of each phase of the cycle in normal volun
teers has been investigated by Hammermeister and Warbasse
(17). We attempted to reproduce their observations by placing
90% of the variation in the diastasis portion of the cycle (T4
and T5) and 10% in the rapid filling phase (T3 to T4). For
example, if a given simulated cycle was to be "lengthened" by

ten frames (15.6%), 90% of this variation would be imple
mented by lengthening the diastasis portion of the cycle (T4
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FIGURE 1
Time-activity curves used for the
simulation studies. Curve A is a
"stick-figure"simulatedTAC;Smooth-

ing curve A with a four harmonic
Fourier fit creates curve B, the mean
cycle length (64 frames) "gold stand
ard curve". Curve C is the derivative

curve of curve B. Left ventricular
function parameters are calculated
directly from curves B and C.

to T5) by 9 frames. The remaining 10% (1 frame) would be
added to the rapid filling phase (T4 to T5). Fractional frame
numbers were rounded to the nearest whole number. We also
repeated the entire experiment placing all variations in cycle
length entirely in the diastasis period (T4 to T5).

TACs within windows or ranges of acceptable cycle lengths
were accumulated in separate forward and backward gated
buffers. This process is often referred to as "beat-length win
dowing" (4). Cycle-length acceptance windows of 5, 10, 15,

and 20% of the mean (center) cycle length were studied; i.e.,
a 5% window around a mean of 64 frames would accept TACs
of 62 to 66 frames long. The summed curves in each buffer
were then processed by each of the gating algorithms below.

Forward-Backward Gating Algorithms
The gating algorithms investigated besides forward gating

(Fig. 2B) and backward gating (Fig. 2C) include:
1. First third of the TAC taken from the forward gated

buffer, the last third of the TAC from the backward gated
buffer, and the middle third derived from an average of the
forward gated and backward gated buffers as used in some
commercially available systems; hereafter referred to as "av
eraged gating" (Fig. 2F). This approach is currently available

on several commercial nuclear medicine software packages.
2. The first 30% of the TAC is from the forward gated

buffer with the last ten percent from the backward gated
buffer. The middle segment of the TAC is created with the
gradual decrease of contribution from the forward gated buffer
and the gradual increase from the backward gated buffer, i.e.,
early portions have more forward gated data and little back
ward gated data, later portions have the inverse proportions.
This method will be referred to as "gradient gating" (Fig. 2D)

and is also commercially available.
3. First two-thirds of the TAC from the forward gated

buffer is joined to the last third of the backward gated buffer
(4). This method will be referred to as "%:'/3gating" (Fig. 2E).
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FIGURE 2
Examples of TACs created by the
various gating algorithms investi
gated. Curve A is the gold standard
curve; B is the forward gated curve
(note the count drop-off at the end of
the curve); C is the backward gated
curve (note the count drop-off at the
beginning of the curve); D is the gra
dient gated curve; E has the first %
of the forward gated curve B joined
to the last Vs of the backward gated
curve C; F is the averaged gated
curve (note the artifacts at the junc
tion points). The dotted lines repre
sent the time parameters of the
standard curve.
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Parameters of Ventricular Function
The following systolic parameters were calculated from the

curves: time to end-systole (TES), ejection fraction (EF), peak
ejection rate (PER), rate at one-third TES (rate @ Vi TES),

and the times of occurrence of the latter two quantities (TPER,
time @ Vi TES). The diastolic parameters determined were
the peak filling rate (PFR), the rate at one-third time to end-

diastole (rate @ VtTED), and their times of occurrence (TPFR,
time @ ViTED). These parameters were calculated as follows:
TES is defined as the data point closest to the minimum point
on the TAC as determined by a quadratic fit to the end-

systolic portion of the curve (6). Bearing in mind that the
TACs used are noise-free, TPER is the minimum point on

the derivative curve (Fig. 1C) calculated from the TAC using
three-point Lagrange interpolation ( 7). TPFR is the maximum

point of this derivative curve. Portions of the forward gated
and backward gated buffers which reflect count drop-off were

not included in the analysis. Filling and ejection rate param
eters were determined directly from the derivative curve (Fig.
1C). All rate parameters were normalized to end diastolic
counts (EDC) and stroke counts (SC), the latter has the
advantage of being independent of background counts (6).

Error Analysis
Twenty-five simulated ECG-gated studies of 300 simulated

cycles each were generated and cardiac function parameters
determined from each. These were then compared to the

parameters of the standard curve; that is, the curve of average
cycle length (64 frames). Differences were expressed in terms
of percentages of the standard curve parameters, and then
converted to root-mean-squared (RMS) errors (Column A of

Fig. 3), using the following formulas:

x 100%

RMSE =

/' = curve /'

W = number of curves
t, = error in parameter of curve /'
pÂ¡= parameter of curve /'

RMSE = root mean squared error
g = gold standard parameter

Bias = error bias

The biases of each error value were also calculated (negative
values represent underestimates of mean curve values, Col
umn B of Fig. 3). The statistical significance of errors were
then evaluated using two-way tests for the equality of vari

ances. Another set of 25 studies and the same analysis were
also done with TACs varying in cycle length only in the
diastasis period.
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TABLE 1
Open (100%) Window

A. RMS errors(%)ParameterTime

@1/3TESRate
@1/3TESTPERPER/EDCTESEFTPFRPFR/EDCTime

@1/3TEDRate
@ 1/3TEDBackward0.000112.22934.35452.9985.43013.5863.05740.3311.20935.057Averaged18.63029.3037.2730.87815.0953.7631.01919.9137.1568.415Gradient13.86619.0937.2730.87810.1221.7640.00015.0005.0965.655%:'/30.0001.9767.2730.8780.0000.0530.0001.8760.0000.703Forward0.0001.9767.2730.8780.0000.0530.0001.8760.0000.703Backward0.000-110.30031.636-52.8135.043-13.5532.235-40.2750.541-34.969B.

Error biases(%)Averaged-18.621-27.6575.818-0.866-15.083-3.5740.353-19.887-7.151-8.323Gradient-13.864-19.0925.818-0.866-10.119-1.7620.000-14.976-5.095-5.557%:'/30.000-1.9615.818-0.8660.000-0.0240.0001.7180.000-0.656Forward0.000-1

.9615.818-0.8660.000-0.0240.0001.7180.000-0.656

RESULTS

Tables 1-4 show the results obtained with cycle-
length acceptance windows of 100% (wide open) (Table
1), 20% (Table 2), 10% (Table 3), and 5% (Table 4).
The effects of the various window settings and different
gating modes of calculations of PFR and TPFR are
shown graphically in Figure 3.

Systolic Parameters
Except for averaged gating at cycle-length windows

of 15% or wider and backward gating, all the methods
of gating produced only small errors in measurement
of ejection fraction and the other systolic parameters.
As seen in Tables 1-4, backward gating produces very
poor estimates of nearly all the systolic parameters.
Each backward gated method without cycle length win
dowing creates errors in calculation of systolic param
eters.

Diastolic Parameters
Analysis of diastolic parameters were more often

prone to error in the setting of variance TAC cycle
lengths (Tables 1-4, Fig. 2). In measuring PFR (EDV/

second), backward gating proved to be an extremely
poor method of analysis, errors with a 20% cycle-length
acceptance window averaged 18.5% RMS (Table 2)
and, with a 5% window, 2.4% RMS (Table 4).

Of the combined forward-backward gating methods,
the most accurate was %:'/3gating, gradient gating was

lessaccurate, and averaged gating was the least accurate.
Forward and %:'/3gating had identical results and were

the most accurate of all the methods, errors in PFR
were 0.7% RMS and 0.2% RMS at window settings of
20% and 5%, respectively. All combined modes of
gating have similar accuracy in calculating TPFR.

Figure 3 shows graphically how each method com
pares with the others in calculations of diastolic func
tion at various cycle-length acceptance windows. With
progressively narrow windows, each method became
more accurate. At narrow window settings, all the meth
ods were similarly effective, but forward and %:'/3gating

modes still had the least errors. Column B of Figure 3
shows that all the methods, except forward gating and
%:'/3gating, underestimate many of the values of each

diastolic parameter. This is comparable to results of
actual scintigraphic studies (2,3).

TABLE220%
WindowA.

RMS errors(%)ParameterTime@1/3TESRate

@1/3TESTPERPER/EDCTESEFTPFRPFR/EDCTime

@1/3TEDRate@1/3TEDBackward0.00019.0478.72020.1013.2544.4652.03818.4940.00014.068Averaged23.66238.2620.0000.38220.3448.4081.5569.6159.3323.410Gradient4.0310.8360.0000.3820.2970.3500.0007.4290.8468.483%:'/30.0000.8360.0000.3820.0000.0260.0000.7040.0000.591Forward0.0000.8360.0000.3820.0000.0260.0000.7040.0000.591Backward0.000-18.8538.364-20.0412.435-4.4581.412-18.4370.000-13.796B.

Error biases(%)Averaged-23.662-38.2620.000-0.379-20.343-8.4080.824-9.585-9.3313.272Gradient-4.023-0.8250.000-0.3790.149-0.3490.000-7.412-0.839-8.432%:%0.000-0.8250.000-0.3790.000-0.0120.0000.6490.0000.552Forward0.000-0.8250.000-0.3790.000-0.0120.0000.6490.0000.552
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TABLE310%
WindowA.

RMS errors(%)ParameterTime@1/3TES

Rate@1/3TES
TPERPER/EDC

TESEFTPFRPFR/EDC

Time@ 1/3TED
Rate@1/3TEDBackward0.000

6.018
5.7506.625

1.5062.0821.3156.123

0.000
5.319Averaged4.132

0.233
0.0000.184

0.4240.4491.1763.718

0.895
3.284Gradient4.900

0.233
0.0000.184

0.7770.0800.0002.739

1.219
3.397%:V30.000

0.233
0.0000.184

0.0000.0270.0000.291

0.000
0.360Forward0.000

0.233
0.0000.184

0.0000.0270.0000.291

0.000
0.360Backward0.000

-5.412
3.636-6.593

0.522-2.0800.588-6.091

0.000
-4.880B.

Error biases(%)Averaged-4.113

-0.193
0.000-0.181

0.056-0.4480.471-3.706

-0.878
-3.079Gradient-4.898

-0.193
0.000-0.181

-0.764-0.0770.000-2.706

-1.217
-3.330%:1/30.000

-0.193
0.000-0.181

0.0000.0180.0000.268

0.000
0.296Forward0.000

-0.193
0.000-0.181

0.0000.0180.0000.268

0.000
0.296

DISCUSSION

Parameters of LV diastolic function have been shown
to be sensitive in the diagnosis of myocardial dysfunc
tion (8-14). However, in the presence of heart rate
variability, ECG-gated equilibrium scintigraphic studies
provide measurements of diastolic function parameters
which are prone to error. When gating forward from
the R wave, count drop-off occurs at the end of diastole
(1-4,15). It has been suggested that gating the data
acquisition backwards in time from the R wave rather
than forward would reduce this problem. When gating
backwards however, count drop-off then appears in
early systole. As a solution, many are now using both
techniques and joining truncated backward and forward
gated curves to create a complete TAC without count
drop-off. Unfortunately, there are also problems with
this procedure.

Heart rate irregularities manifest cycle-length varia
tions mostly in the diastolic portion of the cardiac cycle
(15-17). Although backward gated curves do not have
count drop-off during diastole, they contain data from
the most volatile portion of the TAC and, as a conse
quence, diastolic measurements which may be unrelia
ble. As seen in Figure 2C, the backward gated curve is
"flatter" than the single-beat TACs, thus underestimat

ing many parameters of cardiac function such as EF,
PER, and PFR.

Forward gating and %:'/3gating gave identical func

tional measurements, presumably because the back
ward gated portion of the %:'/3curve never enters the

analysis of curve parameters. The early segments of the
forward gated and %:Vigated TACs were identical (com
pare Figs. 2B and 2E). Thus the maximum slope is not
generally affected by the R-R interval fluctuations (6).

Since the most accurate forward-backward gating
method, %:'/3 gating, had the least amount of data
originating from backward gated curves, forward-back
ward gating techniques which contain more backward
gated data are more likely to produce false estimates of
diastolic parameters. In addition, artifacts are intro
duced when segments of TACs from different curves
are joined. Points of union may be falsely interpreted
as major inflection points in the heart cycle (Fig. 2F).

Analysis of the forward gated TACs provided the
most accurate results with the least bias, especially when
narrow cycle-length acceptance windows were used.
Measurements of both diastolic and systolic parameters
were closer to the true mean values.

Narrow cycle-length acceptance windows filter out
unusually long and short cycles (4). Narrower windows
around the mean cycle length result in more accurate

TABLE45%
WindowA.

RMS errors(%)ParameterTime@1/3TESRate@1/3TESTPERPER/EDCTESEFTPFRPFR/EDCTime@1/3TEDRate@1/3TEDBackward0.0003.3324.4542.7710.0001.6011.3152.3960.0001.880Averaged4.8470.1630.0000.0900.7410.2231.1761.9341.1972.262Gradient5.2020.1630.0000.0901.0830.0430.0001.5131.3495.666%:'/30.0000.1630.0000.0900.0000.0150.0000.1980.0000.299Forward0.0000.1630.0000.0900.0000.0150.0000.1980.0000.299Backward0.000-2.5372.182-2.7320.000-1.6000.588-2.3590.000-1.317B.Error biases(%)Averaged-4.842-0.1270.000-0.088-0.705-0.2210.471-1

.924-1.193-1.020Gradient-5.202-0.1270.000-0.088-1

.080-0.0400.000-1.464-1.3483.273%:'/30.000-0.1270.000-0.0880.0000.0070.0000.1800.0000.254Forward0.000-0.1270.000-0.0880.0000.0070.0000.1800.0000.254
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FIGURE 3
The RMS errors (A) and biases (B) of
various gating methods at each win
dow setting. TPFR: RMS errors be
tween forward and gradient gating at
all window settings, except 15%; for
ward and averaged gating at 15%
windows; backward and averaged
gating at all window settings, except
open windows are not significant.
PFR normalized to EDC: RMS er
rors between backward and aver
aged gating at 5% windows; aver
aged and gradient gating are not sig
nificant. Differences between
backward and averaged gating at
10%, 15%, and 20% windows are
slightly significant (p > 0.02). RMS
errors of forward gating and %:Va
gating modes are identical. Differ
ences between the other methods
and window settings are all statisti
cally significant (p > 0.001).

estimates of the true mean values for cardiac cycle
parameters. However, narrower windows require addi
tional amounts of time to accumulate enough data for
an adequate study. Assuming a heart rate variability
with a standard deviation of 10% (77) and judging from
our own clinical observations, reducing the width of
the cycle-length acceptance window from 20% to 5%
may increase the time required for image acquisition
by more than a factor of two.

This study used a higher "framing rate" (64 frames

per cycle) than is used clinically in most institutions.
This high framing rate made it possible to vary the
length of each portion of the cycle more precisely than
if, for example, 16 frames per cycle were used. None
theless, the relative accuracy and biases of the various

gating modes would be expected to be present at all
reasonable framing rates.

Although the quantitative results of the present study
are dependent on the relative variability assigned to
various portions of the cardiac cycle, it is reasonable to
assume that individual patients would differ in this
regard. Nonetheless, the relatively higher variability in
the diastasis portion of the cycle at resting heart rates is
widely recognized. Although altering the relative distri
bution of variability to various portions of the TAC
would affect the quantitative results of this study, the
final conclusions would be the same.

The results of this study strongly argue for the use of
forward gating with appropriate windowing in the
analysis of diastolic function. The windows should be
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assigned to the narrowest setting which also permits
practical lengths of time for data acquisition. Combined
forward-backward gating requires more complex data
processing than simple forward gating without a signif
icant gain in accuracy.
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